
AUTHENTIC 
MARKETING

Expressing yourself in your business 

and brand leads to attracting your 

dream clients, and more fulfilling work.

SELF-CARE FOR
ENTREPRENEURS 

Taking time for self-care is a healthy 

investment in your business.  Avoid 

burn out and have deeper impact.

Sell your services, not your soul. Heart- 

centred strategy helps your business 

nourish you, and your bank account.

RUNNING A
SPIRITUAL BUSINESS

S A C R E D  B R A N D  S T R A T E G I S T  +  C O A C H  
A U T H O R  +  S P E A K E R



BIOGRAPHY
Seryna Myers is a brand strategist and speaker, who
helps passionate entrepreneurs create big, beautiful
brands their customers fall in love with.  

She believes that authenticity is the key to heart-
centred business, and that marketing can be done
with integrity.  

Seryna is a formerly burned-out corporate drone  
who advocates for self-care for entrepreneurs, and is
a global ambassador for the Body Image Movement.  

Seryna makes her home in beautiful Vancouver, BC,
and hosts a Facebook group called The Tribepreneur
Collective where she supports spiritual
entrepreneurs in running their soul-aligned business. 

PRAISE
"Seryna, you are a light warrior, armed with gifts and

vision, and you show up with your heart, depth and
magic to shake down the status quote and shallow
living so that people can step into their wholeness

and claim in."  - ROCKY CALLEN 

"In a room full of people, Seryna's genuine warmth
makes you feel as if, even from the stage, she is

talking directly with you in an intimate conversation
of the souls. Her talk about overcoming messages of

being "too much" and embracing herself fully with
authenticity and vulnerability is a shared experience

many can connect with."  - SARAH MADRAS 

BOOK SERYNA TO SPEAK
seryna.myers@gmail.com 

604-379-2216 

www.seryna.ca

FIND SERYNA ONLINE


